
 

“For far too long - all the way back to 1979, to be  
exact - nations have tolerated Iran’s destructive and 

destabilizing behavior in the Middle East and 
beyond.  Those days are over.  Iran has been the 

leading sponsor of terrorism, and their pursuit of 
nuclear weapons threatens the civilized world.  We 

will never let that happen.” 
~ Donald J. Trump ~ 

Iran 
Bye Bye Suleymani 

Suleymani was not some run-of-the-mill terrorist. He was the worst of the 
worst; a man with more blood on his hands than even Osama bin Laden. 
Iraq, Lebanon, Yemen, Afghanistan, 9/11, Benghazi: all of them were his 
doing. But he was also the most respected and the only charismatic 
military leader to have emerged since the 1979 Islamist revolution in Iran. 
No other leader in Iran today even comes close to Suleymani for sheer star 
power. 

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/bye-bye-suleymani-kenneth-
r-timmerman 
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The President Is Preventing a War, Not Starting 
One 

Decisive action sent a strong message to Iran that its escalation of military 
force had gone too far. Iran got the message. Trump’s critics bought into 
Iranian propaganda that claimed it was the United States that started this 
conflict by killing Soleimani. Nothing could have been further from the 
truth. For months Iran had been attacking America. Trump didn’t start the 
fight; he ended it, just as he said he would do. 

https://thefederalist.com/2020/01/08/the-president-is-preventing-a-war-

not-starting-one 

Iran is Already at War with the United States 
 
President Trump’s authorization of military action which killed Iran’s Qud 
Force Commander will not START a war. It is the first retaliation by the 
United States in a war that has been waged against America for 40 years 
by Iran. The United States IS at war with Iran, and has been since 1979. 
Now it’s time to finish it. 

https://www.understandingthethreat.com/iran-is-already-at-war-with-u-s/ 
 
On Soleimani, President Trump Did the Right Thing 
 
General Petraeus, also a former CIA director, said it best: "This is bigger 
than bin Laden, it's bigger than Baghdadi.  Soleimani is the equivalent, in 
U.S. terms, of the CIA director, CENTCOM commander, JSOC commander, 
and presidential envoy for the region." 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/on_soleimani_president
_trump_did_the_right_thing.html 
 

Democrats still delusional about Trump even after 
Qassem Soleimani death 
 
In a sane country, which America used to be, there would be shared sober 
satisfaction over the elimination of Gen. Qassem Soleimani. The fact is that 
Soleimani deserved to meet his maker years ago but would be alive had he 
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heeded warnings to stop spreading terror throughout the Middle East. He 
didn’t and there should be no mourning in America over his death. None of 
this is to deny there are risks associated with such a dramatic mission.  

https://nypost.com/2020/01/04/democrats-still-delusional-about-trump-
even-after-qassem-soleimani-death-goodwin/ 
 

Europe Appeasing Iran After Soleimani's Killing 

Here is Tehran's track record in just the past few months: it attacked oil 
tankers in the UAE, seized a British tanker in the Strait of Hormuz, attacked 
Saudi Aramco oil facilities, kidnapped more Western nationals, killed 
hundreds of protesters in Iraq, killed more than 1,500 of its own people 
during the recent November demonstrations, shot down a U.S. drone, 
killed an American contractor and stormed the American embassy in Iraq. 
What did Europe's diplomacy do to sanction Iran for its nefarious actions? 
Nothing. 

https://www.investigativeproject.org/8253/europe-appeasing-iran-after-
soleimani-killing 

And let’s not forget: 
Dems Forget Soleimani's Plot to Bomb Washington 
 
Think about this for a moment. Hillary Clinton was Secretary of State, Eric 
Holder was attorney general, and Robert Mueller was FBI director when 
Iranian general and Quds Force commander Soleimani oversaw the 
planning of a terrorist attack on American soil that could have killed 
hundreds of Americans including some of the Washington elites. Soleimani 
was not reluctant to kill Americans on American soil. Soleimani was the war 
criminal here and he died the way he killed hundreds of America’s young 
warriors -- without mercy. 
 
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/dems_forget_soleimani
s_plot_to_bomb_washington.html#ixzz6ARlR2WHX 

And Iran’s role in 9/11 
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Revealed – Iran Enabled 9/11 with Clare Lopez 

The horror the Mullahs perpetrated against America – and Americans. This 
new special edition of The Glazov Gang features Clare M. Lopez, the Vice 
President for Research & Analysis at the Center for Security Policy. Clare 
discusses: Revealed – Iran Enabled 9/11, exposing the horror the Mullahs 
perpetrated against America – and Americans. 

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/video-revealed-
%E2%80%93-iran-enabled-911-frontpagemagcom 

U. S. District Court Rules Iran Behind 9/11 Attacks 

On December 23, 2011, a federal district court in Manhattan entered a 
historic ruling that revealed new facts about Iran’s support of al Qaeda in 
the 9/11 attacks. U.S. District Judge George B. Daniels ruled that Iran and 
Hezbollah materially and directly supported al Qaeda in the September 11, 
2001 attacks and are legally responsible for damages to hundreds of family 
members of 9/11 victims who are plaintiffs in the case. 

https://iran911case.com/ 

Video appears to show missile strike as Canada & 
UK say they have intel Iran shot down Ukrainian 
plane 
 
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, whose country lost 63 citizens in 
the crash of Ukrainian International Airlines Flight 752 earlier this week, 
said Canada's intelligence, as well as intelligence provided by allies, shows 
that the commercial aircraft was shot down by an Iranian surface-to-air 
missile. He called for a thorough investigation into what caused the crash 
but would not provide additional details about the evidence and intelligence 

he cited. 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/09/politics/is-iran-ukraine-plane/index.html 

Horror Flight 752 - and a Mullah Cover-Up 

Iranian government officials are notorious dissemblers, incapable of truth 
telling. As the days pass, we can expect more lies to emerge from the 
mullah mouthpieces and propaganda elements of the state. Nevertheless, 

https://twitter.com/ClareMLopez
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the evidence lays within the wreckage. The longer they deny aviation 
officials access to the site and the black boxes, the more credible the 
theory of a shootdown becomes. Iran must be compelled by the 
international community to provide full access to the site of the crash and 
the evidence. If it fails to do so, Iranian airliners and maritime vessels 
should be barred from entering the airspace and territorial waters of the 
civilized world. 

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/01/horror-flight-752-and-mullah-
cover-ari-lieberman 

Watch As CBC Tries To Blame Trump for Iran 
Shooting Down Plane Carrying 63 Canadians 

In a disgraceful propaganda attempt, CBC is attempting to blame US 
President Donald Trump for Iran’s shooting down of Flight 752 carrying 63 
Canadians. CBC Reporter Katie Simpson said “63 Canadians dead because 
of the unintended consequences of a decision made by the US President.” 
CBC’s propaganda line here is a disgrace. 

https://www.spencerfernando.com/2020/01/09/disgrace-watch-as-cbc-
tries-to-blame-trump-for-iran-shooting-down-plane-carrying-63-canadians/ 

We mourn the loss of the 176 

passengers aboard Ukrainian 

airlines flight PS752 
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Remembering 

 
The Charlie Hebdo slaughter on January 7, 2015 demonstrated, 
once again, the extent of Islamic barbarism. Let us end the 
temporizing, the caution, and the fear of offending.  Islam is 
preparing our resting place. Western elites are carrying the coffin. 
It is time to decide: do we wish western culture to survive, or are 
we willing to surrender to savagery? 

Every time a politician declares Islam a religion of peace, every 
time a news outlet chooses not to show a cartoon, every time a 
member of the intelligentsia castigates victims for 'provoking' 
Muslim rage, we concede that the religion of hate is winning this 
war. 
 
Let us, instead, join the conflict, making it clear to the jihadists - 
whether of the overtly violent or 'stealth' variety - that we will 
defeat them. Let us mobilize our determination and rage. Let us 
make it clear to these thugs that the memory of their crimes will 
in the course of time provoke universal revilement while their 
victims will be honored as martyrs. Their movement and their 
blood-thirsty god will be consigned to the ash heap of history. 
  



 

Je suis Charlie by Brendan O’Neill 

When Stéphane Charbonnier was asked by the Associated Press in 2012 
why he thought it was acceptable to depict Muhammad in a derogatory 

fashion, he said: 

‘Muhammad isn’t sacred to me. I live 
under French law, not Koranic law.” 

 
’Five years on, our response to the Charlie Hebdo massacre must be to 
defend freedom of speech for everyone. For every blasphemer, every 
unorthodox thinker, every un-PC cartoonist, every offensive comic, every 
free-wheeling politician, and every citizen who wants to make fun of 
religion or oppose mass immigration or say that people with penises are 
not women and never will be. There should be worldwide events to mark 
Charlie Hebdo Day today. That there aren’t reveals how little backing 
freedom of speech now has in political circles. Let’s change this so that on 
the tenth anniversary of this act of censorious and Islamist barbarism, 
people will gather to say once again: ‘Je suis Charlie.’ 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/01/07/je-suis-charlie/ 

 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/01/07/je-suis-charlie/


The Ghosts of Charlie Hebdo by Mark Steyn 

What happened on January 7th 2015 was terrible. But our response to it 
made it more terrible and emboldened civilization's enemies. With respect 
to the late Charb, the choice is not between dying standing up or living on 
our knees - for those who choose to live on their knees will die there, too, 
cringing and craven.  

https://www.steynonline.com/9975/the-ghosts-of-charlie-hebdo 

Canada 

Is anyone in Canada going to say something about 
radical Islam? 

Could you imagine if we lived in a country where just one major politician 
or media outlet had an ounce of courage?  If we had a CPC leader who 
would have tweeted “Hey Salma, what does that sign behind you say?” or 
“Wait, isn’t the ISNA under charitable suspension for terrorism?  How did 
they get Federal funding?” maybe “Sirhaj Wahhaj? Is that the same Sirhaj 
Wahhaj involved in the 1993 plot to blow up the World Trade Center?”   

https://www.thenewtelegraph.ca/latestnews/is-anyone-in-canada-going-to-
say-something-about-radical-islam 

 
Academia's Leftism becomes more aggressive and 
more stupid 
 
The most recent outrage – and it is outrageous – came on Tuesday from 
the University of Calgary, in Canada. Professor Ted McCoy, the Coordinator 
of the Law and Society Program in the university’s sociology department, 
sent out a tweet clarifying rumors about his classroom polices: "I heard it 
rumoured students will fail my class if they cite Jordan Peterson and I'd like 
to clarify that this is absolutely correct," he tweeted. 

 
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/academias_leftism_becom
es_more_aggressive_and_more_stupid.html 
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Investigation concludes Warren Kinsella’s Daisy 
Group did not break elections law 
 
An investigation by the Commissioner of Canada Elections has concluded 
Warren Kinsella and his Daisy Group consulting firm did not violate the 
Canada Elections Act when it worked to "seek and destroy" People's Party 
of Canada Leader Maxime Bernier by portraying him and his supporters as 
racist. The Globe and Mail reported in October that the Conservative Party 
hired Mr. Kinsella's firm for an assignment called "Project Cactus" that 
aimed to tarnish the reputation of Mr. Bernier and his party and to keep 
Mr. Bernier out of the national leaders' debates. 
 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-investigation-concludes-

warren-kinsellas-daisy-group-did-not-break/ 

Amazon Canada Deletes 70 Customer Reviews of 
Canada in Decay 
 
Amazon is a company that engages in mass deception, tramples upon the 
freedom of speech of customer reviewers, and suppresses books that are 
not in agreement with the ethnocide of Europeans. In late December 2019, 
Amazon Canada deleted 70 customer reviews from my best-selling book, 
Canada in Decay. Here is the archived link which captured the 103 
reviews: https://archive.ph/PmtcM 

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2020/01/amazon-canada-deletes-70-
customer-reviews-canada-in-decay.html 

Video from Canada: Toronto police threaten 
journalist for calling Soleimani a “terrorist” 

This vigil for Qassem Soleiani was a picture-perfect warning of how mass 
and unvetted migration has brought to the West Muslims who openly 
advocate jihad terror in the public square. It doesn’t help the case for 
Menzies that criticism of anything Islam is taboo in Canada, thanks to the 
Trudeau government. It is puzzling why many of these pro-regime thugs, 
posing as respectable citizens, are living anywhere but in Iran or in another 
Islamic state that aligns with their palpable hatred of Western interests. 
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But of course, Islamic supremacists seek to infiltrate and subjugate non-
Muslim lands. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2020/01/video-from-canada-toronto-police-
threaten-journalist-for-calling-soleimani-a-terrorist 
Here Comes the Flood: Justin Trudeau's Plan to 
Diversify Rural Canada with Foreign Immigrants 

The goal of the Canadian government is to establish populations of non-
Whites in select rural areas and small towns by carefully vetting thousands 
of immigrants to select the ones who are most likely to remain in those 
communities after gaining permanent residency. It appears that their hope 
is that these seeds of diversity will attract other immigrants to these areas 
and other rural parts of Canada over time. 
 

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2020/01/here-comes-the-flood-justin-
trudeau-plan-diversify-rural-canada-with-foreign-immigrants.html 
 

How Chinese Gangs Invaded Canada and How 
Canada’s corrupt politicians Helped Them 
 
Canadian diplomat Brian McAdam was posted at Canada’s Hong Kong 
consulate between 1989-1993. He became Canada’s immigration control 
officer in Hong Kong. He soon uncovered evidence of what he believed was 
a major scandal : Both Canadian and Chinese consular staff were selling 
visas to members of Hong Kong’s and Mainland China’s mafia as well as to 
Communist China’s intelligence service. The price, he heard, ranged from 
$10,000 to $100,000 per visa. A seven-year investigation ensued. Seven 
RCMP investigators came and went. 

http://immigrationwatchcanada.org/2020/01/08/how-chinese-gangs-
invaded-canada-how-canadas-corrupt-politicians-helped-them/ 

Yad Vashem Library Includes “The Serpent and the 
Red Thread” – Congratulations Diane Bederman! 
 
Mantua Books is pleased to announce that Diane Weber Bederman’s The 
Serpent and the Red Thread has been selected as part of the collection of 
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the Yad Vashem Library in Jerusalem. Yad Vashem is the leading museum 
of the Holocaust. 
 
https://dianebederman.com/yad-vashem-library-includes-the-serpent-and-
the-red-thread/ 
 

C3RF Update – 10 January 2020 
 
Happy New Year to all C3RF fans and followers and welcome to the first 
C3RF "Update" of 2020. It takes a look at the first few months of Canada's 
43rd parliamentary session to better understand how it might unfold over 
the course of its minority mandate. In particular, how might the Charter 
Rights of individual Canadians be impacted as it progresses. By early 
accounts, it looks like the Liberal minority government will accelerate 
efforts to curtail free speech rights even as it usurps the legal rights of 
parents to protect and guide their own children. All of this is evident in 
their rush to criminalize "conversion therapy" through Bill S-202; an 
initiative that aims to remedy the self-declared victimization of an 
"identifiable group". 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2020/01/09/C3RF-Member-

Update---10-Jan-2020   

 
 

University students who dare to exercise freedom of speech on campuses 
are routinely being intimidated by far left groups.  While professors push 
cultural Marxism and self-styled Antifa groups use violence to shut down 
free speech, university administrations capitulate. However, in British 
Columbia some students are taking action to defend their constitutional 
rights, and we need to support them! Please join us in sending Premier 
Horgan a letter urging that he follow the example of Ontario’s Premier Ford 
and Alberta’s Premier Kenney by introducing a “Free Speech Policy”.  
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All information to write is here: 
 
https://action4canada.com/university-freedom-of-speech-policy-ubc-

complaint-charter-rights/ 

Antifa 

Antifa Violence Talk Cancelled Due to … Threat of 
Antifa Violence 

The Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms (JCCF) demanded a 
reinstatement of the event in a letter to UBC president Santa Ono. 
“It is an alarming betrayal of the foundational pillar of higher education—
the freedom of thought, belief, opinion, and expression. Furthermore, it 
signals automatic acquiescence to the ‘heckler’s veto,’ which will embolden 
threats from those who oppose the very notion of free expression said 
Marty Moore, a JCCF lawyer. 
 
https://clarionproject.org/antifa-violence-talk-cancelled-due-to-threat-of-
antifa-violence 

The Coming Second Civil War 
 
Left-wing thugs have been engaging in violence and threats of violence 
with impunity. They shut down speakers at colleges; block highways, 
bridges, and airport terminals; take over college buildings and offices; 
occupy state capitols; and terrorize individuals in restaurants and at their 
homes. Antifa are almost never stopped, arrested, or punished. Police are 
reduced to spectators as they watch these mobs loot stores, smash 
windows, and occupy state capitols. Mayors, police chiefs, and college 
presidents seem to have no interest in stopping the violence. America is no 
longer a nation state and neither is Canada. We are more akin to consumer 
zones.  

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2020/01/the-coming-second-civil-war-part-

two.html 

Freedom of Speech 
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Court rejects petition by mother who says kids 
were forced into smudging ceremony 

Religious freedom is not compromised when students are taught about 
other beliefs, a judge concluded Wednesday, dismissing a petition by a 
Port Alberni mother who said her children were forced to participate in an 
Indigenous smudging ceremony.  “This is a disappointing decision for 
citizens from any religion or cultural background, each of whom has a 
constitutional right to be free from state-compelled spirituality.” 
  
https://www.timescolonist.com/news/local/court-rejects-petition-by-

mother-who-says-kids-were-forced-into-smudging-ceremony-1.24048775 

Pakistani Blasphemy Case Exposes Islamist Free 
Speech Hypocrisy 

Each death, each blasphemy allegation, is a human and civil rights 
violation. We can't say that things would change if American Islamists 
applied the same outrage they had for Khashoggi's murder to Hafeez's 
case, or Badawi's. But the blatant Islamist hypocrisy on human rights 
reveals CAIR and other Islamist groups are not "civil rights" groups as they 
are described in the New York Times and other mainstream media, but are 
front groups for radical Islam. 

https://www.investigativeproject.org/8250/pakistani-blasphemy-case-
exposes-islamist-free 

Academia's Leftism becomes more aggressive and 
more stupid 
 
The most recent outrage – and it is outrageous – came on Tuesday from 
the University of Calgary, in Canada. Professor Ted McCoy, the Coordinator 
of the Law and Society Program in the university’s sociology department, 
sent out a tweet clarifying rumors about his classroom polices: "I heard it 
rumoured students will fail my class if they cite Jordan Peterson and I'd like 
to clarify that this is absolutely correct," he tweeted. 

 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/academias_leftism_becom
es_more_aggressive_and_more_stupid.html 
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https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/academias_leftism_becomes_more_aggressive_and_more_stupid.html


The Environment 

Another Expensive Solar Scheme Bites the Dust 

The purveyors of solar energy are working overtime to spin the now official 
failure of the Crescent Dunes thermal solar plant in central Nevada.  The 
contracts to purchase the electricity from the constantly broken plant will 
be voided.  Bloomberg Businessweek claims that Crescent Dunes was 
obsoleted by technological advances in the form of photovoltaic based 
solar plants.  That is nonsense and misses the whole point of the Crescent 
Dunes project.  It also misses the reality that all utility-scale solar is a 
failure — not marginal, not growing into being practical, but a total and 
complete failure. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/another_expensive_sol
ar_scheme_bites_the_dust.html 

The disastrous fires in Australia are man-caused, 
but they're not climate change 

The Green policies led inexorably to the primary cause behind all the fires: 
arson.  Since November, Australia has arrested 183 people for starting the 
raging fires.  In this crazy day and age, we wouldn't be surprised to learn 
that some of the arsonists were environmentalists proving a point, much 
like the many activists who commit race hoaxes when they run out of real 
evidence showing societal racism. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/the_disastrous_fires_in_a
ustralia_are_man_caused_but_theyre_not_climate_change.html#ixzz6AU4
PcPUH 

And finally – rain! 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-01-06/a-1-billion-solar-plant-was-obsolete-before-it-ever-went-online
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/another_expensive_solar_scheme_bites_the_dust.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/another_expensive_solar_scheme_bites_the_dust.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/nearly-200-people-arrested-in-australia-for-deliberately-lighting-bushfires_3195827.html
https://bongino.com/the-list-of-hate-crime-hoaxes-keeps-rising-under-trump/
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/the_disastrous_fires_in_australia_are_man_caused_but_theyre_not_climate_change.html#ixzz6AU4PcPUH
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/the_disastrous_fires_in_australia_are_man_caused_but_theyre_not_climate_change.html#ixzz6AU4PcPUH
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/the_disastrous_fires_in_australia_are_man_caused_but_theyre_not_climate_change.html#ixzz6AU4PcPUH


 
 

United Nations 

Why It’s Time To Shut Down The Scandal-Plagued 

U.N. Palestinian Refugee Program 

The United Nations (UN) has a long, sorry track record of corruption and 
mismanagement. The latest in its long string of scandals comes from the 
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA), 
which is facing its worst financial crisis since its founding in 1949. 
The UNRWA has always worked exclusively with Palestinian refugees. It 
operates alongside the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR) which handles all other refugees globally. 

https://thefederalist.com/2020/01/01/why-its-time-to-shut-down-the-
scandal-plagued-u-n-palestinian-refugee-program/ 
 

Anti-Semitism 

Addressing Islam’s role in rising urban black anti-
Semitism. 

https://thefederalist.com/2020/01/01/why-its-time-to-shut-down-the-scandal-plagued-u-n-palestinian-refugee-program/
https://thefederalist.com/2020/01/01/why-its-time-to-shut-down-the-scandal-plagued-u-n-palestinian-refugee-program/
https://www.thenational.ae/world/mena/unrwa-says-it-is-facing-the-worst-financial-crisis-in-its-history-1.942628
https://thefederalist.com/2020/01/01/why-its-time-to-shut-down-the-scandal-plagued-u-n-palestinian-refugee-program/?utm_source=The+Federalist+List&utm_campaign=b4b5180241-RSS_The_Federalist_Daily_Updates_w_Transom&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_cfcb868ceb-b4b5180241-84083927
https://thefederalist.com/2020/01/01/why-its-time-to-shut-down-the-scandal-plagued-u-n-palestinian-refugee-program/?utm_source=The+Federalist+List&utm_campaign=b4b5180241-RSS_The_Federalist_Daily_Updates_w_Transom&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_cfcb868ceb-b4b5180241-84083927


 
Bill DeBlasio insists that Trump’s rhetoric and growing white supremacy are 
the cause for the increase in the number and intensity of anti-Semitic 
attacks in New York City and surrounding communities. Like DeBlasio, 
Democrat Jews also try to deny this reality, for they find mystifying the fact 
that the black community they marched arm-in-arm with during the Civil 
Rights Movement should now turn on them. Their befuddlement and 
misdirection ignore the role that Islam plays in rising anti-Semitism among 
an activist segment of Leftist, urban blacks. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/addressing_islams_role_in
_rising_urban_black_antisemitism.html 
 

LGBTQ 
Not Pushing Back Fuels LGBT Tyranny 
 
The LGBT community is only 3% of the population. And yet, they have 
tremendous political power, bullying the masses into submission. The 
tyranny we are experiencing is their well-orchestrated plan. Interestingly, 
LGBT enforcers do not dare attempt to force entrance into Muslim 
institutions. Islam has zero tolerance for homosexuality. Some Islamic 
countries sentence homosexuals to death.  
 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/not_pushing_back_fuel
s_lgbt_tyranny.html 

Hungary Takes On the Feminist Goliath—and Wins 

In an effort to restore curricular and administrative sanity to university 
education, Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban and his Fidesz Party 
have passed legislation to abolish Gender Studies as an area of official 
study. Hungary’s Deputy Prime Minister Zsolt Semjen has stated that such 
programs “ha[ve] no business in universities” as they represent “an 
ideology, not a science,” with a market profile “close to zero.” Similarly, 
Orban’s Chief of staff Gergely Gulyas said, “The Hungarian government is 
of the clear view that people are born either men or women. ] 

https://pjmedia.com/news-and-politics/hungary-takes-on-the-feminist-
goliath-and-wins/ 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/addressing_islams_role_in_rising_urban_black_antisemitism.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/addressing_islams_role_in_rising_urban_black_antisemitism.html
http://bit.ly/2MZ5DOa
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/not_pushing_back_fuels_lgbt_tyranny.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/not_pushing_back_fuels_lgbt_tyranny.html
https://www.insidehighered.com/quicktakes/2018/10/17/hungary-officially-ends-gender-studies-programs
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hungary-government-education/hungary-to-stop-financing-gender-studies-courses-pm-aide-idUSKBN1KZ1M0
https://pjmedia.com/news-and-politics/hungary-takes-on-the-feminist-goliath-and-wins/
https://pjmedia.com/news-and-politics/hungary-takes-on-the-feminist-goliath-and-wins/


 

 
 

Around the World 

France 

France, The "Budding Islamic Republic" 

In a country that used to stand for freedom of expression, self-censorship 
is soaring. "For the humorists in France, it's always easy to make fun of the 
Pope and the Catholics, it's always easy to make fun of Jews, it's always 
easy to make fun of Protestants," confesses a long-time Charlie 
Hebdo columnist, Patrick Pelloux. For Islam, it is not easy. "We feel that 
this religion is scary. The word Islam is scary, and on that, the terrorists 
have won." Submission is winning. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15412/france-islamic-republic 

United Kingdom 

https://www.journaldemontreal.com/2020/01/07/cinq-ans-apres-charlie-hebdo-les-terroristes-ont-gagne
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15412/france-islamic-republic


Margaret Thatcher: The woman Who Saved Great 
Britain 

You’ve heard her name. You might even have seen a film about her. But 
do you know the whole story of Margaret Thatcher – where she came 
from, what she stood for, and the impact she had on Great Britain and the 
world? Renowned historian Niall Ferguson explains how the Iron Lady 
earned her status as one of the most important and influential women of 
the 20th century. 

https://www.prageru.com/video/margaret-thatcher-the-woman-who-

saved-great-britain/ 

United States 

Prominent US Universities Failed to Disclose $1.3 
Billion in Foreign Funding 

Six prominent U.S. universities failed to report a combined total of 1.3 
billion in foreign funding, according to the Department of Education (DOE). 
The universities named by the Department of Education were Georgetown, 
Texas A&M, Cornell, Rutgers, the University of Maryland and the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). China, Qatar and Russia 
were some of the sources of foreign funding that went unreported. 
 
https://clarionproject.org/6-prominent-us-universities-failed-to-disclose-1-
3-billion-in-foreign-funding 
 

Excellent News! 
 
CNN settles with Covington Catholic's Nicholas 
Sandmann 
 
We can only hope that the undisclosed sum was significant.  What 
happened last January was despicable.  Even had Sandmann acted as 
badly as the media alleged — and remember that his behavior was 

https://www.prageru.com/video/margaret-thatcher-the-woman-who-saved-great-britain/
https://www.prageru.com/video/margaret-thatcher-the-woman-who-saved-great-britain/
https://clarionproject.org/6-prominent-us-universities-failed-to-disclose-1-3-billion-in-foreign-funding/?utm_source=Clarion+Project+Newsletter&utm_campaign=f4d5ed367b-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_09_02_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_60abb35148-f4d5ed367b-6730409&mc_cid=f4d5ed367b&mc_eid=6ea528b345
https://clarionproject.org/6-prominent-us-universities-failed-to-disclose-1-3-billion-in-foreign-funding/?utm_source=Clarion+Project+Newsletter&utm_campaign=f4d5ed367b-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_09_02_36&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_60abb35148-f4d5ed367b-6730409&mc_cid=f4d5ed367b&mc_eid=6ea528b345


exemplary — this was not news.  This was fascist bullying to remind 
Americans to get in line or be on the receiving end of an overwhelming, 
and frightening, media vendetta. Congratulations to young Nicholas.  We 
hope his other lawsuits also result in sizable settlements that inflict 
maximum pain on vindictive and irresponsible media outlets. 

 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/cnn_settles_with_covingto
n_catholics_nicholas_sandmann.html 
 

 

Other Articles 

Western Feminists AWOL in Supporting Abused and 
Dissident Muslim Women by Phyllis Chesler  

The hijab is a symbol of female subordination. When Western feminists 
fetishize it, they also cover for the extreme and barbaric abuse of women 
that often is hidden beneath the Islamic veil. Westerners support barbaric 
behaviors due to the influence of multi-cultural relativism, a commitment to 
tolerating even the intolerant, and as a statement against Western racism. 
In doing so, they betray their own feminist and humanitarian principles. 

https://www.investigativeproject.org/8251/western-feminists-awol-in-
supporting-abused 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/cnn_settles_with_covington_catholics_nicholas_sandmann.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/01/cnn_settles_with_covington_catholics_nicholas_sandmann.html
https://www.investigativeproject.org/8251/western-feminists-awol-in-supporting-abused
https://www.investigativeproject.org/8251/western-feminists-awol-in-supporting-abused


Is Europe Facing Another Decade of Jihad? 

For most of Europe, the end of 2019 marks the close of a decade of jihad, 
of terrorist attacks in the streets, of bombers, shooters, and knife-wielding 
self-styled warriors rampaging restaurants and theaters, stadiums and 
concert halls, Christmas markets and kosher markets, trains, museums, 
magazine offices, and airports. According to a newly-released report from 
Dutch intelligence and security agency AIVD, 2020 will not bring with it an 
end to such attacks. Rather, more jihadist activity should be expected, not 
only in the Netherlands, but throughout Europe and the West. 

https://www.investigativeproject.org/8237/is-europe-facing-a-second-

decade-of-jihad 

Reflections on 2019 
 

2019: The Left Goes Over the Edge 

The left has always been a movement in danger of going straight over the 
edge. You can see it in the rhetoric, the agenda, the public behavior, and 
the quality of people it attracts. Many of us have been waiting for years for 
it to blow up like a Soviet-era nuclear reactor. 2020 may be the year the 
left is smashed flat.   

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/201_the_left_goes_ove
r_the_edge.html 
 

Sobering Reflections on 2019:  More Sobering 
Realities Coming in 2020 

The past year saw the United States weather “Black Lives Matter”; “Antifa” 
riots; Muslim Sharia Law creeping up in city after city, La Raza competing 
more powerfully in the four states along the border with Mexico.  We saw 
59,000 homeless in Los Angeles; 11,000 homeless in San Francisco; 10,000 
homeless in Denver; and over 13,000,000 children living below the poverty 
line in America. Yet, we give billions of dollars in foreign aid to countries 
with no merit. 

http://newswithviews.com/sobering-reflections-on-2019-more-sobering-
realities-coming-in-2020/ 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2019/12/09/tk-bijlage-rapport-dreigingsbeeld-terrorisme-nederland-51
https://www.investigativeproject.org/8237/is-europe-facing-a-second-decade-of-jihad
https://www.investigativeproject.org/8237/is-europe-facing-a-second-decade-of-jihad
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/201_the_left_goes_over_the_edge.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/201_the_left_goes_over_the_edge.html
http://newswithviews.com/sobering-reflections-on-2019-more-sobering-realities-coming-in-2020/
http://newswithviews.com/sobering-reflections-on-2019-more-sobering-realities-coming-in-2020/


YouTubes 

Britain’s New PM Nails It Over and Beyond with His 
Chanukah Holiday Message 

Boris Johnson: Britain would not be Britain without its Jewish community. 
And we will stand with you and celebrate with you – at Chanukah and all 
year round. “Britain would not be Britain without its Jewish community. 
And we will stand with you and celebrate with you - at Chanukah and all 
year round.” 

https://israelunwired.com/britains-new-pm-nails-it-over-and-beyond-with-
his-chanukah-holiday-message 

Islam vs Britain - Katie Hopkins, UK 
 
This describes how Islam is destroying UK and the future of Europe. The 
importance of India and Hinduism as a force to counter the rise of 
terrorism and violence globally is discussed. The UK & India must 
collaborate. There are new ideas for Indian Christians to stop evangelism. 
With Rajiv Malhotra. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MdhjdzY8kQ 

ACT! For Canada 

The news items, blogs, educational materials and other information in our emails and on our 

website are only intended to provide information, news and commentary on events and issues 

related to the threat of radical Islam. Much of this information is based upon media sources, such 

as the AP wire services, newspapers, magazines, books, online news blog and news services, and 

radio and television, which we deem to be reliable. However, we have undertaken no independent 

investigation to verify the accuracy of the information reported by these media sources. We 

therefore disclaim all liability for false or inaccurate information from these media sources. We 

also disclaim all liability for the third-party information that may be accessed through the material 

referenced in our emails or posted on our website. 

This newsletter is not the official newsletter or communication of ACT! for America, Inc. This 

newsletter is independently operated by ACT! for Canada named on this communication. The 

statements, positions, opinions and views expressed in this website, whether written, audible, or 

video, are those of the individuals and organizations making them and do not necessarily 

represent the positions, views, and opinions of ACT! For America, Inc. or ACT! For Canada, its 

directors, officers, or agents. 
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